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            Holding Solenoids

    

    
        
            
                Added Value

	High holding forces


	Low power requirement


	Compact design
 

Application Fields

	>Door Locking and Access Control
	>Appliances and Industrial Equipment


	>Printing and Paper Handling
	>Aviation Engineering





 

Product Information

Kuhnke Holding Solenoids

Holding solenoids from Kendrion Kuhnke are available as classic holding solenoids or with permanent magnet support. These solenoids are used to hold ferromagnetic materials at a fixed position. The most common application is their use as door holding solenoids. Additional applications include technology areas such as conveyor systems, packaging machines as well as the wide field of traffic & transport.

Pot shaped holding solenoids equipped with a coil for direct current require a counterpart made of ferromagnetic material or any other workpiece with a geometry matching the poles of the solenoid. Please refer to the data sheets to determine the required material thickness.

Holding solenoids with integrated permanent magnets provide their holding function even after the power supply is switched off. Releasing the workpiece only requires a short electric impulse with reverse polarity.

Depending on the required quantity, Kendrion Kuhnke holding solenoids can be adapted cost-efficiently to match any set of requirements. Possible alterations include the position of the mounting holes, specific coil dimensions for alternative operating voltages or specific connection technologies, such as plug-in terminals or connection cables at any required length.

For additional information, technical details and specification sheets, please refer to the download section.

 

Downloads

	>Overview Solenoids
	>Technical Information


	>Catalogue Holding Solenoids


 

More Standard Holding Solenoids by
Industrial Magnetic Systems

	>To the holding solenoids
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                    Adress: Unit 47, No.148, Sabz Building, South Jannat Abad, Tehran, Iran

E-Mail: info@vandaprocess.net

T/F: +98 21 22878900
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